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Who was at the Graz conference 17 years ago?



Who was involved in the first round of 
CIVITAS demonstrations?



What’s the point?



Why talk about the past in challenging times?

• Conferences on the future of transport

• Experience from the MIND-SETS and CREATE projects

• 40+ years of experience and reflection working in 
European transport

But also…



We ignore the past at great risk!



“We do not have the time to repeat 
the mistakes of the past”

Sorin Chirita – Bucharest City Manager at the EIP CREATE event September 2017 – opening address.



STRIA report

“While interest in smart mobility technologies and
services has been very strong…..to date smart
mobility services remain an insignificant element
of overall European transport and mobility supply.
Despite their high and disruptive profile…”

(STRIA report March 2019)



Priorities?



There is no alternative



Technology is ALWAYS advancing rapidly 



• ‘Things’ are not happening fast enough ON
THE GROUND and replicating solutions
across the member states is the major
challenge

• A primary focus on technology (again) going
forward may be diverting us



Cities and regions have to take centre stage 

‘Smart’ cities will be the cities that make the 
smart decisions 

based on past experience



ARE WE INVESTING OUR EFFORTS IN THE 

WRONG END OF THE EQUATION?



The summer of 1979

Common problems

Common solutions (EEC 
12)

Common problems

Diverse solutions 
(EU28)

C



The summer of 1988

• The expansion of networking (DG16 - POLIS Task Force)

• The birth of city involvement (committed but nervous)

• 2 points

- 2 levels: Measures and Multipliers

- Rolling-out solutions is slower than you want



The summer of 1999

• Into the Internet age

• Preparatory projects for demonstrations on sustainable 
mobility – (MAESTRO)

• Birth of CIVITAS followed by the first Graz conference in 2003 as 
the launch-pad at an important moment in transport policy 
evolution



Political 
mind-set

Individual 
mind-set

Professional 
mind-set

3 MIND-SETS

Source: Pickup and Cristea – H2020 MIND-SETS WP4



Source: Rico Wittwer and Regine Gerike, TUD – H2020 CREATE WP3 



Measures to encourage mode shift 1960 to 2016
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Measures to encourage place-making and mobility 
sharing - 1960 to 2016
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Increases in city capacities for transport policy-
making 1960 to 2016
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Tools for retrospective analysis

Baselines and the interpretation of impacts

Baselines have no history – no ground rules

Baselines cause uncertainty (the room of the transport 

future is dark)

The ground rules are behind you

And you are in denial of them



People do not like what is behind them

It is perhaps more
disruptive for you to
look back than look
forward



Ancient Greek transport planning



Advice to shape future actions



Know thyself



Your city is in 
denial of its past!

No it isn’t!

Transport planner visits psychiatrist



What is your city? 
A look inside the psychologist’s tool-bag

• Your current status – Your Baseline 
• Your past – your values, your ‘DNA’
• How will you do something tomorrow?
• A new start to a SUMP 



Be successful in sustainable mobility 
by being yourself – understanding 

yourself and learning from your past



And finally – A task for you


